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1 - Mission Upon The Dark Moon

Disclaimer- The new scouts are back. With new adventures and new powers. And ready to take on an
enemy that is wanting them dead for one cause.

Story

The 4 girls always were together. Nothing could separate them. Nothing that is. They loved to hang. But
after they were told they were sailor scouts and which one�s. They new there must be a cause to tell
them. Also they were told about their adventure before they were reborn from Saturn�s power. But they
still loved to hang. I was a windy day on that faithful day. Haruka , Michiru, and Setsuna knew that
something was going to happen. But not the one�s they loved. But the inner�s just hung around the
arcade, streets, or The Crown well they used to. Now every scout hangs at The Palace in Crystal Tokyo.
But Sailor Moon was gone now there was Queen Sernity.
Hika- REI LEIGH!
Her voice echoed through the halls.
Evon- She�s not here Hika.
Marie- Well instin where is she?
Hika- Yeah where is she?
Evon- She said something about going to the city with Milo.
Colbolt- Well think she does own a cat so she�s got to take better care of him.
Suzy- Yeah birds, horses, and dogs don�t need that much grooming.
Marie- Blah blah blah.
Rose- Well Its true.
Luna screamed through the halls looking for the girls and Artemis.
Luna- GIRLS THE QUEEN WANTS TO SPEAK WITH YOU! ARTEMIS WHAT DID YOU DO WITH MY
COLLAR! IM GOING OUT ON THE STREETS!
Artemis- Luna don�t scream. And Diana has it.
Colbolt- Well go see the queen.
Marie, Evon, and Hika- Right.
Rose- I�ll go find Rei Leigh and Milo.
Suzy- I�ll go with.
The girls walked in the royal room and kneeled then stood.
Hika- Yes queen.
Serinity- Thanks for coming but where is Rei Leigh. She needs to be here.
Marie- Rose and Suzy went to find her.
Evon- Colbolt told me this morning she went to take Milo to the city. I thought she was going to get him
groomed.
Serinity- Well she should be back soon.
The door opened in a loud creak sound.
Rei Leigh- Sorry I�m late. But you really need to get that door fixed.
Serinity- I know. But I�ve called you all here for a special purpose.



Rei Leigh- What is it my dear queen?
Serinity- You have a new mission as scouts. But first I must tell you the whole story of your quest before
you were reborn.
She told them the whole story. About the princess, Rini, Palyda, alex and Cheite.
Hika- So that�s why our dreams are confusing?
Serinity- Yes- yes it is.
Marie- So our dreams weren�t stupid.
Serinity- no dream is stupid. Only if you pay a dollar a minute to a hobo to dance on the street while your
friends get it on tape.
Rei Leigh- Yeah. I�ve had that dream. (I really have ya�ll but my friend really has done it. Somehow it
gave me that dream.)
They all looked at her.
Serinity- Well there is n evil force at the dark moon. I want all of you to go and check it out and destroy it.
But this key *holds up a gold key with diamonds Well 4 of them) Will bring you all back here only once
will it work though. So use it wisely. Don�t waste it there not easy to come by.
4 girls- Yes my queen.
Serinity- You shall do this tomorrow. So get ready to leave and see the others. It�s a hard mission. I can
just tell.
They started at the door until Serinity said wait.
Seinity- One more thing.
4 girls- Yes my lady?
Serinity- Your pets must stay.
4 girls- Yes my lady.



2 - Goodbye

It was late in the after noon as they all sat on a circular couch in a big room filled with tons of stuff. They
yapped about what they should do when they find the enemy.
Marie- I say we take those weapons we were told about before the rebirth thing.
Evon- Yeah but how do we know if we still got them.
Rei Leigh- Better yet our crisis star forms.
Hika- Yeah. Well I�m going to tell the others goodbye and then I�m off to bed.
Rei Leigh- Well all come.
Marie and Evon- Yeah well split up then come around.
Hika and Rei Leigh- What�s the point in splitting up?
Marie- So we don�t have to see you to blabber so much.
Evon- That�s our point.
Hika- Hey.
Rei Leigh- Fine Hika and I will go see the outers While you go and see the inners.
Marie and Evon- Fine
Hika- Do we have to fight right now?
Evon and Marie- MINA, REI!
Rei- What did ya�ll do now?
Mina- I�m lost.
Evon- We are going on a mission tomorrow.
Marie- So we wont be here for a while and we need rest. So we wonted to tell ya�ll goodbye before we
leave.
Rei and Mina- Well we will miss both.
Evon- Yeah Rei Leigh mite have their elements but they like us more.
Mina- We like you all the same.
Rei- Yeah but we will miss you.
Marie- Yeah we know.
Evon and Marie- Well we got to go see the others.
They ran to Ami and Makoto.
Makoto- So you�ll are leaving tomorrow.
Ami- Well we wish you good luck.
Evon- Yeah.
Marie- Queen Serinity told us it will be a very dangerous mission but we think it is worth it. Besides we
got to protect the city.
Evon- Well we need to go say bye to the others and sleep for the mission.
Ami and Makoto- Bye.
Rei Leigh and Hika just found Haruka and Michiru.
Michiru- arnt ya�ll in a hurry.
Haruka- Yeah big time.
Rei Leigh and Hika- Well we wanted to tell ya�ll good bye before out mission tomorrow and we got to get
sleep for it.
Michiru- What�s the mission?
Hika- Were going to the dark moon to see what this commotion is about. And defeat the enemy that is



causing it.
Haruka- Well we wish you good luck.
Rei Leigh- Thanks aunts.
Hika- See ya mom.
Michiru- And you said you wouldn�t make a good mom.
Haruka- Well I take that back. And kids love me. You remember that.
Michiru- We know like the time we had to take care of Hotaru.
They two girls ran to Setsune (Hotaru is not in here neither is Rini).
Setsuna- So ya�ll are going on a check out mission pretty much?
Hika and Rei Leigh (Rei Leigh will now be RL for short)- Ye.
Setsuna- Well I wish you good luck on it. And I�ll use my powers to give you all messages.
Hika and RL- Ok.
Setsuna- don�t be double trouble for any one except the enemy.
Hika and RL- Ok. See ya later.
All 4 girls saw every one in the palace. Then headed to their rooms and slept.
Serinity- Sweetie.
Enidimion- Yes my dear?
Serinity- I feel as tough as the girls shouldn�t go. Its to risky. For them that is.
Enidimion- They�ll be fine.
Serinity- I hope so.
The next morning came as they got ready to leave at the crack of dawn. They turned to sailor scouts and
called upon a portal to take them safely there.



3 - Getting Things Settled

They finally made it there. But it was freezing cold and silent.
Hika- You think our sailor uniforms would have sleeves.
Evon- No kidding.
RL- I�m cold natured so I�m used to it.
Marie- Are you serious?
RL-Yep
Evon- And I thought I didn�t understand Hika.
Marie- Lets transform real quick.
RL and Hika- Right!
Evon- CRYSTAL CRISIS STAR OPWER!
Hika- SHOOTING STAR CRISIS STAR POWER!
Marie- TWILIGHT CRISIS STAR POWER!
RL- CRESCENT CRISIS STAR POWER!
All- MAKE UP. (they still have the angels wings)
Shooting Star- It�s been a long time since we�ve been sailor scouts.
Twilight and Crystal- Well the regular crimes are left to the older scouts.
Crescent- And there is hardly any huge crimes so that�s why were stuck wit the big ones.
Shooting Star- Good point.
Crystal- So where do we start first?
Twilight- We got a whole planet to explore.
Crescent- I say----- well I don�t got an idea.
Shooting Star- Lets split up in too two groups.
Twilight and Crystal- To risky.
Crescent- There right again.
Shooting Star- Crescent why are we always the ones to be wrong?
Crescent- Because we got blond in our jeans.
Twilight- Well we�re just smart.
Crystal- Yeah just smart.
Shooting Star and Crescent- WERE NOT DUMB!
Crystal- Well lets go.
Twilight- Yeah we not going to get anywhere at this rate.
Crescent- Come on.
They walked and walked until their stomachs growled.
Shooting Star- I�m hungry.
Crescent- Yeah.
Crystal- You think we should of brought food.
Twilight collapsed from hunger.
Crescent- I�m going to fall *falls*.
Shooting Star- Me too *falls*
Crystal- Me three *falls*
Crescent and Shooting Star- *rolling around and kicking and punching* IM HUNGRY IM HUNGRY IM
HUNGRY!



Crystal and Twilight- We are to.
Twilight- *standing up and giving them a hand* Well we still got to walk around the whole dark moon.
Crescent- I�m so hungry I could eat a rock.
Shooting Star- I dare you to.
Crescent- As long as you do.
They grabbed 2 rocks and gnawed on them.
Crystal- Sympathy is all I feel for them.
Twilight- Same here.
Shooting Star- *spiting the rock out also Crescent* That is so nasty.
Crescent- I wish we were teleported to the place the recess is coming from.
Every one except Crescent- Don�t we all?
Crescent- Nope.
Crystal- Not having food makes me hungry.
Unknown voice- don�t worry you wont be hungry again very soon.
All- WHOS THERE!
Unknown voice- I am Bontop.
Shooting Star- What kind of name is that?
Crystal- Show yourself!
Bontop appeared from the shadows to a spot where he could be seen. He was ompalompa size. And he
had a jinni hat on. With baggy pants that�s it.
Shooting Star and Crescent- OMPALOMPA!!!!!!! RUN AWAY!!!!!!!
Twilight- Is this time for games?
Bontop- YOU GOT A PROBLEM WITH MY HEIGHT?
Crescent- Yes
Shooting Star- Good one.
Bontop- WELL LAUGH ALL YOU WANT BECAUSE IT WILL BE YOUR LAST!
All- IN YOUR DREAMS!
Crystal- harmony wing!
Twilight- Lightning Fury!
Shooting Star- Dazing Stars!
Crescent- Dancing Flame!
Bontop vaporized into dust. Moments later after their victory a purple cloud appeared. 4 boxes of food
and a notepad with a letter on each came out of it. All the notes read � These notepads will be used to
record every monster ya�ll witness. Get their names and then write them down with the pencil in side the
spinal.

Setsuna

Cerscent- Looks like we need to right down Bontop in here.
Crystal and Twilight- Yeah *writes down*
Shooting Star- Well I�m more interested in Makoto�s food.
Twilight- Awesome she made the food!
Crescent- Lets eat!
Crystal- Weirdo�s



Shooting Star- Were growing girls so we cant help it.
Twilight- We need to come up with a schedule for us. So through the night we will take turns staying up
and keeping watch.
Crystal and Crescent- Right.
Shooting Star- Well I�m not going first.
Other 3- Oh yes you are *eat then fall act like there asleep*
Shooting Star- My big mouth. Crescent I�m waking you up when my turn is over with!
Crescent- Then I�ll wake up someone else yada yada yada.



4 - The Warm Light Returns and Hortoe

Their night was really ruff but they managed to get through it with enough sleep.
Hika- Well I slept good.
Evon- Well I was having a good dream till someone woke me up.
RL- Well I happens to all of us.
Marie- Yeah and the sooner we finish the mission.
Others- The sooner we can get back to regular sleep.
Marie- Didn�t ya�ll wake up to a bad mood.
RL- Well I�m a night person, but I hate sleeping on moon rocks just to let ya�ll know.
Evon- Don�t we all.
Hika- Yeah.
Everyone� stomach growled.
Hika and RL- I�m hungry.
Evon and Marie- Yeah we are too.
Then the portal from yesterday appeared.
Evon and Marie- Setsuna�s portal!
Hika- MAKOTO�S FOOD!
RL- BREAKFAST IS HERE!
Marie- Lets eat!
They grabbed the food that came from the portal and ate like crazy.
RL- FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD!
Hika- I HEAR YEAH! FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD FOOD!
Evon- So I guess we travel more today.
Marie- Yeah after those too weirdo�s get done playing around.
Hika and RL- We are were just waiting for you too.
Evon- Hey Marie.
Marie- Yes?
Evon- Do you know what calms those two down.
Marie- Nope I�ll ask after the mission.
RL and Hika chased each other waiting for the other two as they said.
Marie and Evon- Lets transform and go!
They transformed and left on a long walk.
Shooting Star- Crescent, Twilight, Crystal. This walk seems like we�ve walked around the moon.
Crescent- It does doesn�t it?
Twilight- Yes it does.
Crystal- Do ya�ll wont to take a break?
All- Yes.
They sat down which seemed like it has been ages since the last time they did.
Unknown voice- SEEMS LIKE THE LITTLE SCOUTS ARE TIRED. HOW SAD. THEY WONT EVER
STAND UP AGAIN. OH WELL. THEY WILL PAY FOR KILLING MY COUSIN BONTOP!
Shooting Star- He started it!
Unknown voice- Well allow me to introduce myself. I�m�
Crescent- We already know. Your Buckle Berry.



Unknown voice- I�M HORTOE!
Twilight- Pssst Crystal.
Crystal- Yeah.
Twilight- Have you noticed that these monsters have stupid names?
Crystal- Yeah I have.
Hortoe- Shut up idiots! CANNON BLASTER!
A mini cannon popped out of no where and into her hands. Then she fired it several times and made the
girls scatter and run like idiots.
Crescent- RUN!!!!!!!!!!
Shooting Star- I AM! I AM!
Crystal- Man they�re idiots.
Twilight- I know
Hortoe- Take this and that and some of this!
Crescent- Time to fight scouts!
Others- Right!
Twilight- RIP TIDE!
Crystal- LIBRA JUDGEMENT!
Shooting Star- METOR SHOWER!
Crescent- LOVE HURTS!
Hortoe- OF CORSE LOVE HURTS! YA�LL ALL WILL FIGURE THAT OUT AS I FINISH YOU OFF!
CANNON BLASTER!
All- I DIDN�T WORK!
Shooting Star- COSMIC SKY!
Twilight- OMEGA LIGHTING STRIKE!
Crystal- HARMONY FROM THE HEAVEMS!
Crescent- BURNING LOVE ME CHAIN!
As they attacked at the same time they felt a warm light. The light had rainbow colors. Around them they
were surrounded with light blue and silver light.
Hortoe- TO BRIGHT! LIGHT KILLING!AWWWWWWWWWW* degenerates from light*
Crystal and Twilight- That light felt familiar.
Shooting Star- As if we felt it before.
Crescent- Wait! First lets record her name. *they record her name* Second. Don�t ya�ll remember what
Queen Serinity told us. About our lives before our rebirth and the princess that came with her dragon?
Others- Yeah now that you think of it.
Twilight- When she told us about our gems glowing and making a rainbow gem then her using it and
destroying all evil that was on Earth.
Crystal- Or she could have been watching us and helped us fight.
Shooting Star- Well never know.
Crescent- Yeah.
They walked until what they call food portal came and gave them food. They laid down and took their
turns keeping watch as the others slept.



5 - Synergy and Cosmic

Hika- Well I guess its time to transform on this tiring day.
Marie- It�s so dark here how can you call it day.
Evon- Well at least it�s not dark in some places where the good moon shines on us.
RL- Well any case transform.
They all transformed again.
Shooting Star- Why do we have to transform every day?
Crystal and Twilight- I do not know.
Crescent- I�ve never known.
All- I�m hungry.
The food portal appeared.
Shooting Star- THE FOOD PORTAL!
Crescent- YAY!!!!!!!
Crystal- Those rocks they ate on the first day got to their heads.
Twilight- Their heads have always been rocks.
Shooting Star and Crescent- It�s amazing those monsters don�t get lonely by themselves.
Crystal and Twilight- Well we think it is a monster creating them with science everyday.
Crystal- Yeah think about what adventures our parents have told us about.
Shooting Star- Yeah good point.
Crescent- Were not so smart at times are we?
Shooting Star- Yeah like when Michiru and Haruku said we were like them when they had their stupid
moments.
Crystal- Yeah Crescent seeing how Haruku is Shooting Stars mom. Michiru is more like you mom.
Twilight- Yeah so ya�ll are like sisters. And seeing that that way Hotaru is also a sister.
Crystal- Wha
Others- Remember Michiru adopted Hotaru for a while when Setsuna had you.
Crystal- Oh yeah.
Shooting Star- So Hotaru is like a cuz to me.
Crescent- Yeah. Mom let me stay at your house when she went to volleyball champion ship games. But
when she didn�t you came to my house because your mom was racing.
Crystal- Yeah, me and Twilight are like sisters because were always hanging out like ya�ll are always
somewhere else.
Twilight- Yeah we win again.
Shooting Star- Did they hit their heads on a rock in theor sleep?
Crescent- I guess they did.
Shooting Star- To think that we get called crazy.
Twilight and Crystal- No. Were just putting it in a language you two will understand.
Unknown voice- Don�t worry about even talking soon! Especially when I�m done with you! All- WERE
JUST GOING TO KICK YOUR BUTT AND PUT YOU IN EVER LASTING PAIN!
Unknown voice- *freaked out* What are ya�ll on? *acting mature again* Well my name is Synergy. And I
will kill you 4 before you can even get to the Dark Kingdom Of Solitude.
All- Dark Kingdom Of Solitude?
Synergy- OPPS! I wasn�t supposed to tell ya�ll that.



Shooting Star- Uhhhhhhhhhh whatever. METEOR SHOWER!
Twilight- LIGHTNING FURY!
Crystal- LIBRA JUDGEMENT!
Crescent- LOVE HURTS!
Synergy sucked up their powers.
Synergy- Don�t worry they wont work on me. So take this. POISON OAK!
They dogged it.
Shooting Star- I HATE POISON OAK!
Others- Don�t we all?
Synergy- Shut up and take more poison oak and see if you doge it this time.
Shooting Star- DAZING STARS!
Twilight- RIP TIDE!
Crystal- HARMONY WING!
Crescent- DANCING FLAME!
Synergy- You idiots I�ll suck that up to.
Crescent- Great she will suck up in attack of ours!
A bright light then started floating toward the ground.
Unknown voice- Scouts you can do it. I believe in you. Please use your ultimate attack. Please.
All- Who are you?
Synergy- Well if you plan to attack. There�s no point I�ll kill you to.
Unknown voice- Scouts hurry.
Twilight- OMEGA LIGHTNING STRIKE!
Crystal- HARMONY FROM THE HEAVENS!
Shooting Star- COSMIC SKY!
Crescent- BURNING LOVE ME CHAIN!
Their gems once again lite up and created the rainbow color. But this time it triggered toward the bright
light that told them to attack.
Unknown voice- My energy is finally back. Thank you scouts. And let me introduce myself. I�m Natokiy.
AKA Sailor Cosmic.
Their jaws dropped.
All- PRINCESS!
Natokiy- I�m sorry I didn�t come earlier but it was hard for me to get here. Allow me to transform.
COSMIC CRISIS STAR POWER! MAKE UP!
She transformed in the same sailor scout they saw before rebirth. Her silver flew right after
transformation.
Synergy- Another sailor scout!
Cosmic- Sailor scout of justice and purity. In the name of every planet. I shall punish you. LIGHT ROD!
A beam of light brightened the dark moon for a second but only destroyed Synergy.
All except Cosmic- Princess. Were glad you�ve arrived.
Cosmic- It�s all right. First I�m not your princess any more. Rini is. Second you are all princesses of your
planets. Third I am only here to take you to the Dark Kingdom Of Solitude.
Crescent and Shooting Star- Well we were heading that way anyway.
Twilight- So would you like to join us?
Crystal- Please Cosmic.
Cosmic- I will. But first are ya�ll hungry and after that I will explain everything you all need to know.



6 - Single Battle- Crystal's Showdown

Shooting Star- So Cosmic are you ready to explain?
Twilight- Are you asking that out of curiosity or are you just provoking her?
Crystal- She�s answering out of curiosity.
Crescent- No she�s provoking.
Crystal- do you have to go against me on everything.
Cosmic- Yeah I�m ready. *they all sit down* Well the reason I finally came was because you all needed
to know this. Ya�ll are in big danger. Yet others are too. Cheite and Alex weren�t really bad. They were
brainwashed.
Others- WOW
Shooting Star and Crescent- So we weren�t supposed to kill them?
Cosmic- Right. But yet wrong. You were supposed to. The curse they were under was to strong to take
off of them. So that�s what ya�ll had to do. But Palyda on the other hand.
Crystal and Twilight- What about Palyda?
Cosmic- We was the lucky one to get away before the curse came to where him and Cheite met as kids.
Alex and Palyda never knew what each other looked like so they never met until before rebirth. But as I
was saying. The Dark Kingdom Of Solitude is ruled by a evil monster. Smart enough to create millions of
minions in a day.
Others- WOW!!!!!!!
Twilight- Shooting Star and Crescent ya�ll wont be that smart ever.
Crystal- There smart its just they eat to much candy and drink to much caffeine.
Crescent and Shooting Star- HEY! Cosmic- Girls listen.
Others- Sorry.
Cosmic- Well I came to help ya�ll. Well once you all used your strongest moves. It set out a alert to me
about ya�ll so I came. Then I saw ya�ll fighting Synergy. But I wasn�t abele to fight until I had the same
power that alerted me before. So I told ya�ll to do your super moves and then I had enough power. So I
destroyed it. But the move ya�ll did together is called the Blistering Color Move. It�s more powerful than
the scouts before. But its only called that when I join in. It must be 3 or more scouts to do the weakest
form of the move.
Others- Well now that you think of it we get it. But what happened to Baron?
Cosmic- Well I made a stop at the palace then came here to ya�ll.
Shooting Star- So he�s with our guardian animals?
Others- Yes he is.
Cosmic- *sweat drop* Ya�ll are very far away from being mature. But yet so close.
Others- COSMIC!
Shooting Star- I wonder.
Twilight- I wonder when yours and Crescent�s brain�s will grow.
Crystal- She�s thinking don�t ruin the moment.
Crescent- Ya�ll are brats to her.
Cosmic- Do ya�ll always fight?
Shooting Star- Why was my mom mature but not me?
Others except Crescent- Your own inheritance!
Shooting Star and Crescent- YA�LL ARE IMMATURE TOO! SO YA�LL CANT SAY ANYTHING!



Cosmic- I�M NOT IMMATURE!
Crystal- Cosmic you will get used to all the provoking sooner or later.
Twilight- Yeah friends do fight at times.
Cosmic- Well I think I�m already starting to be like ya�ll.
Others- O-k
Unknown voice- Well you will all wont be having conflicts soon. Especially when I�m done with you all.
But allow me to introduce myself. I�m Terror Blade. And I�m your worst nightmare.
Cosmic- Were not scared of you!
Twilight- Yeah! Crystal- Those two are so alike.
Shooting Star- We�ve been fighting a lot lately.
Crescent- Yeah.
Crystal- I want to fight this battle today!
Others- Whatever.
They all sat down.
Terror Blade- DARK TERROR!
Crystal- HARMONY WING!
There powers fought each other as Crystal ran around the powers and attacked Terror Blade from
behind.
Crystal- LIBRA JUGDEMENT!
Terror Blade- DIE! ENFORCEMENT BLADE!
I sword appeared as he attacked Crystal.
Crystal- HARMONY FROM THE HEAVENS!
Cosmic glowed as her attacked ragged in angry to destroy the demon.
Terror Blade- You haven�t seen the last of me pitiful girl! Scouts- Yes we have!
Shooting Star- YOU DID IT! YOU DID IT!
Twilight- Way to go Crystal!
Crescent- Yeah! To think that�s the power of one scout. Imagine with our powers combined.
Cosmic- Well you did good.
Twilight and Shooting Star- Why were you glowing from her attavk?
Cosmic- Well that�s what generates my powers.
Crescent- Yeah you looked weird.
Cosmic- You will see it a lot.
Crystal- Well write down Terror Blade�s name in the book ya�ll.
They wrote it down.



7 - Inner Switch Part One

Day upon day they traveled still there was no monster nor demons.
Crescent and Shooting Star- I doubt there are anymore enemies.
Twilight- Well we haven�t come across a palace either.
Crystal- Are we being pranked?
Cosmic- I�m starting to think that we are.
All- We possibly are.
Shooting Star- They probably are tired of us.
Crescent- Well we�ve all matured lately.
Crystal- That�s probably why they sent us here.
Twilight To survive on our own.
Cosmic- Well I always thought it was that stage of where you are immature from hanging out to much.
Others- Well it�s not.
Cosmic- Well do you all think you are mature?
Others- At times.
Cosmic- Well I can make it where you can tell if your mature.
Crystal- How?
Twilight- Yeah how?
Cosmic- Well we�ll start with the inners.
Crescent- Wha?
Shooting Star- I�m lost.
Cosmic- I can make it where you all are one planet. So we�ll start with the inners. Twilight.
Twilight- Yes.
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Jupiter. Crystal.
Crystal- Yes.
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Mercury. Your so smart. Shooting Star.
Shooting Star- Yes
Cosmic- You are a very hyper girl so you shall be Chiba�
Shooting Star- *twirling hand* Chiba..
Cosmic- Don�t cut me off again. You shall be Chiba Venus.
Crescent- Wow you got my mom�s planet! So what about me?
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Mars.
Crescent- Wow my God mother!
Cosmic made weird signs and a bright light appeared as they looked like the original scouts.

Disclaimer- Well it�s kind of short but yet we�ve been switched.



8 - Inner Switch Part Two

Disclaimer- What a surprise. Hika for right now is Sailor Chiba Venus. Well most people thought RL
would be but nope. Well enjoy.
Sailor Cosmic is now owned by thememorysnow

Story

Cosmic- Well its temporary. So don�t worry I�ll change ya�ll back when the time comes. Then we�ll do the
outers.
Chiba�s- *sarcastically* wow.
Cosmic- It could be worse. You could be one of the others that are not like ya�ll worth a flip.
Chiba Mercury- Good point.
Chiba Jupiter- Well I can deal with this for the time being.
Chiba Venus and Chiba Mars- Seeing that your Chiba Jupiter now you can cook.
Others- If she had the material.
Chiba Venus- Good point.
Chiba Mars- Rei was very weird at this age. I can just tell.
Chiba Mercury- Well you two seem the same.
Cosmic- Well Hika and Mina seemed related. That�s why I made her Chiba Venus.
Chiba Mars- Well Cosmic what about you. Are you going to change to a Chiba scout?
Cosmic- I cant or I�ll look like Rini. Besides we got a Sailor Chiba Moon.
Chiba Jupiter- Well lets go we cant sit here all day.
They traveled Chiba Venus�s stomach growled louder than before.
Cosmic- Hungry?
Others- Yeah we all are.
As soon as they said that their food portal arrived. Then they sat and ate. But this time they ate fast but
yet they were now full.
Unknown voice- Did you like your last meal? I hope you did because I�m serious about it being your last.
All- HOWS THERE!
Unknown voice- Man I�m sure your yelling can be heard around the dark moon. But I�m Kintail. The
werewolf of darkness.
Chiba Venus and Chiba Mars- *laughing* Werewolf�s are so old!
Chiba Jupiter- Allow me to handle this mutt.
Chiba Mercury and Cosmic- Do as you please to this mutt face.
KIntail�s dark brownish red fur flew from his incredible speed.
Chiba Jupiter- LIGHTING FURY!
Then as those words ran across her lips her power didn�t work.
Cosmic- Use your mom�s powers!
Chiba Mercury- So we got to use the original scout�s powers?
Chiba Mars- Duh
Chiba Venus- Your right we are maturing.
Kintail- Bloody bite!



He sunk his teeth into Chiba Jupiter�s leg.
Chiba Jupiter- Ahhhh!!!!!!!!!!!
Others- CHIBA JUPITER!
Kintail- *licking fangs* Tasty blood. I think I�m craving for more.
At those words he charged at Chiba Jupiter. Then at his lung Chiba Venus jumped in front as he bit her
shoulder. Blood flew every where.
Chiba Mars- CHIBA VENUS!
Chiba Mercury- CHIBA JUPITER!
Cosmic- Ya�ll!
Chiba Jupiter- THIS ENDS NOW! *standing up* THIS ONE IS FOR YOU CHIBA VENUS! OAK
EVOLUTION!
Her power was full of rage as it had a critical hit on Kintail.
Chiba Venus- Chiba Jupiter, Chiba Mars, Chiba Mercury, Cosmic. I�ll be alright. I got plenty energy.
Cosmic- Well Chiba Jupiter and Chiba Venus.
Chiba Jupiter and Chiba Venus- Yes Cosmic?
Cosmic- Ya�ll had a mature fight. Yet it was bloody but it was mature. Now I shall let ya�ll right Kintail�s
name down in the journal thing.*they right it down* I now will change ya�ll to the outer chiba�s. Chiba
Venus.
Chiba Venus- Yes.
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Neptune. Chiba Mercury.
Chiba Mercury- Yes
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Saturn. Chiba Jupiter.
Chiba Jupiter- *struggling* Y-yes.
Cosmic- You shall be Chiba Pluto. And that leaves Chiba Mars to be Chiba Uranus.
She did her sign thing again as they went normal then to the outer chiba�s.



9 - Outer Switch

Cosmic- Well ya�ll satisfied with the new Chiba scouts that ya�ll are?
Chiba Uranus- Yeah I�m glad I got this one.
Chiba Neptune- Yeah me to!
Chiba Pluto and Chiba Saturn- The outers were always cooler than the inners.
Cosmic- Yeah they were. But one reason ya�ll all are the Chiba�s that you are is because of out of you 4
that you would mostly get along with. Besides RL and Hika needed to mature lot.
Chiba Neptune and Chiba Uranus- HEY!
Others- It�s true.
Chiba Neptune- Still
Chiba Uranus- *stinking tongue out* Maybe we need to mature but don�t be mean like that.
Cosmic- Well I was thinking of making Hika Chiba Uranus but Neptune was always more mature.
Chiba Uranus- You saying that I�m the most immature out of all of us!
Chiba Neptune- *astonished* Wow my mom was immature.
Chiba Saturn- We�ve lost them.
Chiba Pluto- Yes we have.
Cosmic- *sweat drop* Don�t worry it�s not that bad. And it�s temporary.
Others- Yeah at least it�s temporary.
Cosmic- Well lets go we got a long journey ahead of us I can just tell.
Others- You probably right.
Hours past as they traveled but then stopped for their meal that came then traveled more.
Chiba Neptune- How big is this dark moon?
Chiba Uranus- Don�t know don�t care.
Chiba Pluto- Were not getting anywhere.
Chiba Saturn- Yeah I think we all know that.
Cosmic- Man if only Baron could come. Then we could ride him and get this over with.
Chiba Uranus and Chiba Neptune- Speaking of Baron. We miss our pets.
Chiba Pluto- I miss Colbolt.
Chiba Saturn- I miss Suzy.
Chiba Neptune and Chiba Uranus- We miss Rose and Milo!
Cosmic- Well I miss Baron.
All- We miss home!
Unknown voice- Well you can go back home. WHEN YOUR DEAD!
All- WHO ARE YOU!?!?
Unknown voice- Thought you would never ask. I�m Ziv. Vampire of evil blood.
Chiba Neptune- Laaammmeee.
Ziv- I�m a vampire what do you expect.
Chiba Saturn- Well we don�t care do we scouts?
Chiba Pluto and Cosmic- No we don�t!
Chiba Uranus- Allow me to handle this vampire. I haven�t had a good fight in a while. Besides two of ya�ll
are hurt and that leaves the other two take care of those two injured scouts of weirdness.
Others- WHENS THE LAST TIME YOU LOOKED IN A MIRROR!?!?!?
Chiba Uranus- Well no time gotta fight to win.



At those words she turned to Ziv.
Ziv- *sarcastically* Ohhhhhhhhhh I�m so scared that I think I�m going to pee myself.
Chiba Uranus- Yes you are. WORLD SHAKING!!!!!!!
Ziv got away from the Chiba wind sheshi�s attack by a notch.
Ziv- Bloody wing.
His wings sprawled out as he flew at an amazing speed and slashed Chiba Uranus on the arm for she
jumped out of the way.
Chiba Uranus- SPACE SWORD BLASTER! (people I got that move from other fanfics so can you tell me
if that move is on super or stars I really wanna know^^)
Ziv was hit finally but it wasn�t good enough.
Ziv- Human blood drink.
Then two humans appeared that were unconscious as one looked familiar to the scouts. Then their
heads started to hurt as memories came back.
Chiba Pluto- A-Alex.
Chiba Saturn- Who�s that girl?
Chiba Neptune- I don�t know.
Cosmic- We got to save them scouts!
Chiba Uranus- Let me kill Ziv first then will get them. WORLD SHAKING!
A critical hit was laid on Ziv�s head as he finally died. Then Chiba Pluto and Chiba Saturn ran to the
unconscious bodies propping them on their laps.
Chiba Neptune and Cosmic- I wonder what Ziv planned to do with them.
Chiba Uranus- Lets not worry about that. Cosmic can you change us back to our normal forms so we
don�t have to be the Chiba�s when they wake up.
Cosmic- Sure
She did her sign thing as they were their original sheshi.
Twilight and Crystal shook them as they regained conscious.
Alex- W-who are ya�ll? Heather are you all right.
Heather- Yeah.
Twilight- Alex don�t you remember?
Shooting Star- From before the rebirth.
Alex- *memories entered his head of the times of evil doing and his past life ex* I-I do.
Heather- What�s going on?
Cosmic- Well let me put it in your head so we have to explain.
Crescent- Don�t worry we wont hurt you. Besides would we if we saved your life?
Heather- *struggling to get the words out but eventually says yes as a light blue beam goes to her
forehead and she figures about their past* Sheshi?
Alex- Yes their sheshi that I knew in my past life. But I cant believe these memories decided to come
back now.
Heather- Well it doesn�t matter honey bun.
Scouts- Honey bun?
Alex and Heather- Yeah were dating. We forgot to mention that.
Crescent- Well allow me to introduce everyone. *points at Twilight* This is Sailor Twilight aka Marie.
*points at Shooting Star* This is Sailor Shooting Star aka Hika. *points at Crystal* This is Sailor Crystal
aka Evon. *points at Cosmic* This is Sailor Cosmic aka Natokiy. *points at self* And I�m Sailor Crescent
aka Rei. But they call me RL when I�m on earth because there�s another Rei.
Heather- Well ya�ll already know our names so what are ya�ll on the Dark Moon for?
Cosmic- Well were on a mission to find The Dark Palace Of Solitude.



Alex- Well do ya�ll know how to get back?
Scouts- Only with these orbs that were given to us. But we were told to use them when the time was
right.
Heather and Alex- So I guess were stuck with ya�ll.
Cosmic- Yeah the orbs only support one organism. So how about it. Do ya�ll want to come with us?
Alex and Heather- We will but be prepared for flirting. A lot of flirting.
Scouts- Were used to it.
Crescent and Shooting Star- Lets write down Ziv�s name.
They wrote it down as they walked again but this time having to deal with Alex giving Heather piggy back
rides.



10 - Twilight's Big Idea *gulps* What Does She Got Planned

Disclaimer- Important
Heather- Dukesboyfriendandhusband( really awesome friend on here and my cuz)
Alex- firehead (my cuz and another awesome friend)

Everyone�s hair long or short flew as they ran to a giant moon rock as a race. But knowing Shooting Star
and all the energy she has she won. But Heather and Alex didn�t run they thought that they should just
flirt then run.
Twilight- Shooting Star, Crescent I think ya�lles running junk is wearing us out.
Crystal- Not that were tired it�s just we got to save energy.
Cosmic- Crescent are you sure that you and Shooting Star aren�t twins and that Mina took you and died
your hair?
Crescent- No we just grew up together.
Shooting Star- Yeah that why were so close.
Alex- Yeah but not to bring bad memories. But have you seen Palyda during this life?
Heather- Palyda? Whos that?
Others- Alex�s lil bro.
Heather- *sweat drop* Sorry I asked.
Cosmic- It�s alright. It will take time to understand stuff. But seeing how I showed you through that beam
you probably will catch on better.
Crescent then looked down at a sharp looking dark moon rock with a frown on her face. The moon light
made the scene look even more dreadful.
Twilight- Yeah but you really don�t need to worry about it.
Crystal- We cant even meet him in this life. But if we do see him no one can fall for him.
Alex- Yeah. And seeing that this life was different from the last. I�m now the prince of Shaw. But he
didn�t give me Vixen.
Heather- Who�s Vixen?
Cosmic- His guardian fox.
Shooting Star- *putting her hand o Crescent�s shoulder* Crescent are you alright?
Crescent- I don�t know. I guess I am.
Shooting Star- You know we may have probably not dated Palyda in past life but we can probably relate
to your pain.
Twilight and Crystal- Yeah. Cheer up. Besides he was hardly ever there for you on our mission.
Alex- Yeah and I know for I was bad then.
Heather- Bad?
Cosmic- He was brainwashed.
Heather- My honeybunch was brainwashed!
Alex- Yes I was *He started to put his arm around Heather slowly to tease her*
Shooting Star- Well what is making me frustrated is the fact that I think were just here to give the others
a brake.
Crescent- *sadly* Yeah good point. I just miss the others. But I can deal not seeing Palyda. I mean come
on I was the reason Cheite got that problem and tried taking over the world. Which is kinda dumb.



Crystal- Knowing you your at the same level.
Twilgiht- Uhhhhh burn.
Heather and Alex- O-k.
Cosmic- You�ll get used to it.
Shooting Star- Well I wonder where that stupid Dark Palace Of Solitude is. Because this mission is
boring besides kicking butt.
Cosmic, Heather and Alex- Yeah besides that.
Twilight- We all wonder
Shooting Star- Cosmic did you get Evon and Marie mixed up in the wrong sheshi?
Cosmic- No. Why?
Shooting Star- Because Evon don�t say �uhhhhhhhh burn� and Marie doesn�t act mature.
Crescent- Nether do you.
Shooting Star- So.
Heather- Now we�ve lost them.
Alex- *sweat drop* Try spending a past life with them. Then you would be a bit dumbfounded.
Heather- *crosses arms* Well be glad I don�t make you dumbfounded.
Crystal- Uhhhhhhhh I�m a bit lost.
Twilight- *light bulb above head* UH! I got an idea!
Others- What?
Twilight- Do you think that we can all try and get a way to communicate and split up? So we can find this
stupid place faster.
Crescent- Do you think we will be able to talk on the dark moon?
Shooting Star- Besides there�s no tower for us to talk.
Crystal- But it was a good plan.
Cosmic- *covers face with hand* Idiots did you for get I�m a sheshi of all kind of stuff. I can make a
special communicator. But not many of them.
Heather and Alex- How many?
Cosmic- 3
Heather- Well I stay with honeybunch
Alex- Well if that we can split up. With people we will get along with a lot that is.
Crystal and Twilight- Well go together!
Shooting Star- I�LL GO WITH CRESCENT!
Crescent- *gazing into the horizon then jumping from her name being called and a hand waving in front
of her* Uhhhhhhh. OH WAIT! I�LL GO WITH SHOOTING STAR! And Cosmic should go with the two
ultimate lovers to keep them from danger.
Heather- *angry look* What�s that supposed to mean? No will mess with my honeybunch.
Alex- Heather calm down. We don�t have powers. Not that I know of.
Heather calmed down as Cosmic got fed up with the stupidity of the people around her and created the
communicators. Then they went in different directions.



11 - Deputy's Smash(Twilight and Crystal)

Crystal and Twilight traveled across the dark moon. In search of The Dark Palace Of Solitude. But to
them they had lost hope of finding it.
Crystal fell down grabbing her head.
Twilight- Crystal you okay?
Crystal- Yeah everything except my the wound on my head.
Twilight- Let me look.
She slowly lifted her hand as the brown-blue looked sharply at the wound. To her surprise blood hardly
came out.
~Flash back~
Unknown voice- DIE RETCHED FOOLS!

Twilight- Who are you?

Crystal- You better spill now!

Unknown Voice- I�m Deputy. Skull cracker of the cracken�s.

Crystal- Well who ever�s skull you cracked last time was your last!

Twilight- Yeah what she said!

Deputy- Well this aquamarine/green is pretty cocky. I�ll take her out first then you funky green and blue.

Twilight- FYI IT�S LIME GREEN AND ELECTRIC BLUE!

Crystal- No matters. HARMONY WING!

Her power didn�t do well as Deputy easily dodged it.

Twilight- LIGHTNING FURY!

Again he dodged it.

Deputy- What a pity. You can talk the talk but you surly cant walk the walk.

Crystal- We can walk the walk.

Twilight- Not that I know of.

Crystal- Twilight use your ultimate attack and I�ll use mine.

Twilight- Right. Read. Set.



She was cut of as Deputy sent a tentacle straight for Twilight. But in a nick of time Crystal jumped and
took the blow on the head as she was tossed on Twilight.

Twilight- CRYSTAL! DEPUTY NOW YOUR WALKING ON THIN ICE! OMEGA LIGHTNING STRIKE!

She said that with so much rage it would seem the whole dark moon could hear her cry.

Crystal- Li- lib- LIBRA JUDGEMENT!

Deputy couldn�t dodge the two powerful forces as he was blown to bits and pieces.

Twilight- Crystal let me see.

She ran to her companions side and looked.

Crystal- AHHHHHHHHH! IT HURTS!

Blood poured fast for they knew they couldn�t do anything but watch blood drip on the rugged moon
rocks.

~ End Flash Back~
Crystal- I think I�ll be alright.
Twilight- Do you think we should call the others?
Crystal- *covering wound* No we shouldn�t bother.
Twilight- Well we need to get walking.
Crystal- Right.
They walked a bit wobbly until they finally collapsed from being tired.
Twilight- *in thoughts* Evon why did you save me from that beast. I just hope the wound isn�t serious.
What am I saying its serious?!? Well at least she�s alive.

Crystal- *in thoughts* Man I guess that�s why they called him a skull cracker. Twilight why do you looked
worried? It�s not the first time I�ve been seriously hurt.



12 - Shooting Star's Near Death With White Flame

The blonde rooted girl and the black-blond tomboy(yes I�m tomboy but that doesn�t change anything)
traveled. With growling stomachs. For both were growing girls.
Shooting Star- Man I�m hungry.
Crescent- Aren�t we both?
Shooting Star- Yes. You know I�ve always wondered this. But the others would think I�m stupid. Can I tell
you?
Crescent- Go ahead. Tell me what�s on your mind.
Shooting Star- What would happen if one of us were to die on this mission?
Crescent- First off that wasn�t a stupid question. Second. We could possibly lose a scout on this mission.
I just don�t think from dieing.
Shooting Star- Are you just saying its not a stupid question to not make me mad?
Crescent- I�m serious.
Shooting Star- Wow! GET THE NEWS CAST, AND EVERY THING ELSE! SHE�S BEING SERIOUS!
Crescent- *sweat drop* Calm down.
Shooting Star- *shrug�s* Well I was just trying to lighten the mood.
Crescent- Yeah that�s you all right.
Shooting Star- what made you doubt it was me?
Crescent- I don�t know.
They walked for a while getting the thought they were being watched. But by who? They both stood a bit
closer together just incase.
Shooting Star- Crescent I got a bad feeling.
Crescent- I do to.
A shadow jumped from behind a moon rock and screamed die.
Shooting Star- WHO ARE YOU!
Crescent- We demand to know.
Shooting Star and Crescent- FOR WE ARE THE SAILOR SCOUTS F THE SECOND GENARATION!
Unknown voice- White Flame you buffoons.
They saw a black wolf with a white flame shaped pattern on his feet and stomach. Then before they
knew it a lunged at them and bit Crescent on the shoulder then ran straight for Shooting Star. He bit her
on the cheek. Blood cascaded everywhere.
Crescent- SHOOTING STAR!
Shooting Star went back to Hika.
Hika- Crescent go now. I�ll be alright. Get away from White Flame. Were no match without the others.
Crescent- NO! Leave no scout behind. And I think that we are a match without them.
Hika- Crescent go now! Find the others and leave to the palace! You can do this without me.
Crescent- No we cant. If a scout is gone we cant win.
She ran to her side forgetting about White Flame. Then as Hika was laying her head down on
Crescent�s lap she caught a glimpse of White Flame charging toward her.
Hika pushed Crescent out of the way saving her life again from White Flames powerful bite.
Crescent- THIS ENDS NOW! HIKA HANG IN THERE! CRESCENT CRISIS STAR POWER!!!! MAKE
UP!!!!!
She changed into Sailor Crescent Crisis.



Crescent Crisis- What happened. And why do I have Star Healers starlight uniform?
Hika- You dimwit Yaten was you dad. So you do have his side.
Crescent Crisis- And Seiya was your dad. Whats the difference?
Hika- That were cousins from our dads side.
Crescent Crisis- Whatever. I guess our crisis star power has more power. So& Wait I thought our crisis
star power was the same but we had wings?!?!
Hika- Well that I don�t know.
Crescent Crisis- DIE WHITE FLAME! BURNING ANGEL WINGS!!!
Phoenix like wings appeared as she flew back and forth slicing wounds across the sinful wolf. Hika then
passed out.
Crescent Crisis- Then was holding the weak wolf as she screamed her dear friends name.
Crescent Crisis- HIKA!!!!!!!! WAKE UP!!!! DON�T DIE ON ME!!!!!!!
Hika was still had little conscious to the others surprise as she took out the orb that was given to her
before the mission.
Hika- Rei&.. I�m going back.. I�ll try to get back when I�m better&. Tell the others to take care when you
see them.
With those words she used the orb and disappeared.
Crescent Crisis and White Flame fought as they were finally to weak to move a muscle.
Crescent Crisis- Giving up so soon?
White Flame- Nope.
Crescent Crisis- Burning&Angel&&.Wings.
With the rest off her strength she killed White Flame and passed out.



13 - KiKiro and KiroKi's Kidnapp

The traveling trio walked. Wearing out their shoes.
Heather- Man I�m tired.
Cosmic- Yeah me too.
Alex- Me three. Besides what�s the point in this walking. Cant we like create a mystical beast or
something to ride on.
Cosmic and Heather- We wish.
Heather- Carry me sweet pea.
She hopped on Alex making him stutter a bit.
Cosmic- Tell me ya�ll. How long have you been going out?
Alex- A while.
Heather- Lets just say a long time.
Cosmic- Now I regret asking. *puts her arms behind her head* Too bad I couldn�t bring Baron.
Heather- Baron?
Alex- It�s her dragon.
Heather looked amazed.
Cosmic- Don�t worry he�s well trained.
Heather sweat dropped.
Alex- Don�t worry.
Heather- Yeah I�m just overreacting.
Cosmic- O-k
They walked hours more and grew tired. But they didn�t realize they were tired for they talked a lot. Until
a giant crash was heard from behind as they saw two monsters that looked alike griping at each other.
One was blue and the other was pink. The blue one had curves and long pink hair. Which made the
monster look female. The other monster was pink and had blue short curly hair. Also no curves. So the
pink monster looked male.
Blue monster- KiroKi you dimwit! I told you not to lose balance!
KiroKi- I didn�t! You were holding on to my shirt and lost balance and brought me falling down with you
KiKiro!
Cosmic- Wow there names are backwards.
Heather- This is exciting&. Not.
Alex- Yeah there dimwits.
KiroKi and KiKiro- HEY LIL PEOPLE!!!!!!!!! WHO YOU CALLIN DIMWITS?!?!?!
Cosmic, Heather and Alex- You two.
KiKiro- One thing. HES THE DIMWITT!!!!!!!!!!
KiroKi- YOU�RE THE DIMWITT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Alex- *sweat drop* Hika is more mature than this.
Heather- And she�s pretty immature.
Cosmic- Amen.
KiKiro and KiroKi- Well were the twins of bratty ness! And we were sent to kill your sorry butts!
Heather- I�d like to see you try! Alex- Heather calm down.
Cosmic- Yeah seriously it�s not that big of a deal.
Heather- Sorry my attitude gets the best of sometimes.



KiKiro- Lets kick their sorry butts bro.
KiroKi- Yeah sis.
Cosmic- Not unless I can help it. PLANET
At that she stopped as Heather and Alex looked at her with confused looks.
Alex- What�s wrong?
Cosmic- I forgot I cat attack unless the other scouts combine their powers.
Heather- Oh great.
KiKiro- GRAB THE BOY!!!!!!!
Then they hit Alex up side the head and knocked him. Then picking him up and they disappeared. But
before that they said �Go to the moon rock beyond the horizon�
Heather- ALEX!!!
Cosmic- *putting hand on Heather�s shoulder* Don�t worry. Will get him back.
Heather- *starting to cry* You promise?
Cosmic- I promise. Now lets call the scouts.
Heather- NO!
Cosmic- Why?
Heather- I think we can do this with out them. Even if your powers are useless without the others.
Cosmic- If you insist.



14 - Gathering

Disclaimer- That last chapter was un-expecting now wasn�t it? Well see what happens to the scouts now
that Evon was bashed against the head and is wore out along with Marie. Also that Hika is near death
from lethal hits and Rei is on her own to take care of herself. Last that Natokiy and Heather are
defenseless and Alex is kidnapped. Read this chapter and find out.

Story-

Heather started to get comfortable as Cosmic went back to Natokiy to sleep. They had a tiring day after
they lost Alex to two blabbering alien twins. It was just a few minutes as Natokiy drifted into sleep, but
Heather laid there restless. Wondering of her loved one that was held hostage.
Heather- *in thoughts* Alex. What is happening to you? And why did those two buffoons take you? All I
got right now is Natokiy at y side asleep. And thoughts and memories of you. Please escape and come
back to me. It�s only been a few hours and I miss you. Alex I wish you could hear my thoughts right now.
Because if you did I want you to hear this thought. I love you. With all my heart. I mean that.
As she thought of Alex she slowly drifted to sleep. And before she knew it she was sleeping, but not for
long. It had only been three hours and a crash was heard as she saw Cosmic fist fighting with a purple
kangaroo. It had spikes going down its back. Goat horns on its head and a monkeys tail.
Heather- COSMIC!!!!!!!!!!
Cosmic- I see your finally up. Oh and just to let you know this kangaroo thing is called Kanga.
She had a cocky smile but a weird face at that time. Heather returned it with a slight grin across her
face.
Kanga- Don�t worry little girls I�ll be the last creature you face.
Cosmic- Well unless you tell us where two blabbering alien twins went we wont kill you cocky pants.
Kanga- Oh I�ll tell you but you�ll never get there. Because I�m gonna kill you two.
Heather- TELL US NOW!!!!!!!!
Kanga- No need to yell. There near here but only under a few feet inside a giant below freezing cave.
Cosmic- Thanks now well give you your present.
She took off her left high heel shoe and stabbed it in Kanga�s eye. Then took it out and put it in the
other. It killed him in a matter of seconds.
Cosmic- Bloody.
Heather- Oh well you killed him. But what did he mean by near here but only a few feet under?
They thought for a couple of seconds.
Cosmic- I KNOW! They are under ground in a cave.
Heather- How are we supposed to find a cave by ourselves on a moon?!?!
Cosmic- I guess we got to call the others.
Heather- But we cant. They will be sleeping.
Cosmic- Well out of the two groups one of them have to be awake.
Heather- Good point. I guess we have to call them.
Cosmic got out the communicator that she used her powers to make and called Evon and Marie.
Evon- Twilight we have to re-gather with the others. But first call Hika and Rei.
Marie- K



They tried calling them but only got static.
Marie- Oh great.
Evon- Do you know who was put in charge of holding the communicator out of Rei and Hika?
Maire- Well Rei wouldn�t be able to keep up with it so I think Hika did.
Evon- Well we�ll go back to Heather, Alex and Katokiy.
Marie- Yeah.
They left and then somehow got to them in a couple of hours. Which they thought would be a couple of
days to find. But to their surprise Alex wasn�t there.
Marie- Where�s Alex?
Natokiy- He was kidnapped.
Heather- By two blabbering alien twins.
Evon- Do you know where they went?
Heather and Natokiy- In a cave under ground. And did ya�ll call Hika and Rei?
Marie and Evon- All we got was static.
Natokiy- Do you think they ditched us and went back?
Heather- It doesn�t sound like them. Also what happened to your face Evon it wasn�t like that the last
time I saw you?
Evon- We got in a fight and my head was smashed.
Marie- She was protecting me.
Natokiy- Well the monster got you good Evon.
Marie- Lets try calling Hika and Rei again.
Others- Right.
They tried again but they got the same thing from earlier.
Heather- Great it�s static again.
Then out of no where they saw a familiar figure in the distance. But it was a bit tore up.
All- Is that Rei?
Then the figure started running toward them screaming but it sounded like it had been crying.
Figure- EVON! MARIE! NATOKIY! HEATHER! IT�S ME REI!!!!!!!
She got in their view as they saw a beat up close ripped Rei. She came and then collapsed on the
ground.
Heather- What happened?
Others- And where�s Hika?
Rei- *crying and panting* She-she had to go back. She is *crying harder as Marie pats her on the back*
near death.
They all stood there coldly unaware of what the tomboy just said.
Rei- And we were attacked. It got violent. Very violent.
Natokiy- She used her orb to get back didn�t she?
Rei- Yes. She also said she would try to get back with more orbs for Heather and Alex. Besides she took
the communicator with her so I couldn�t call. But where�s Alex?
Heather- He was kidnapped.
Rei- By who?
Natokiy- By these two blabbering aliens twins called KiKiro and KiroKi.
Evon- And my faced got bashed by a monster.
Rei- I see. So we weren�t the only ones getting destroyed by a monster.
Marie and Heather- Well lets look for this so called cave.
Rei- Cave?
Natokiy and Evon- That�s where he was taken.



Rei- Ok.
They looked around for days even under rocks. Thinking it would be there. Until the tenth day came and
they finally found it. They looked at it a bit amazed that they were right about it being under a rock.
Heather- Now it�s time to get honey bunch back.
She stormed into the cave first. As the others then looked at her and were pleased at her bravery to walk
into a unknown cave.

Disclaimer- Well I�m sorry the chapter took a while to come up. Buti got grounded for a week.^^� don�t
ask.



15 - Past Present Future. The Solar Eclipse

Disclaimer- Sorry it took so long but I got grounded again^^� but here�s the chapter ya�ll wanted^^

Story

They only walked 30min.�s as they�ve already destroyed 5 monster�s butts. But Heather didn�t care she
was to busy keeping a eye out for KiKiro and KiroKi.
Cosmic- Heather are you all right?
Twilight- Yeah ever since we came into this cave you�ve been ultra brave.
Crystal- Yeah seriously.
Heather- Well to be honest I�m really scared�
Crescent- You just want show it.
Heather- Yeah.
Cosmic- Well we need to travel more.
At those words they left and came to a below freezing spring which had a faint bright light at the end. But
the scouts didn�t take chances. So they all dove in and went under a stalactite and came up above the
water where they were in a giant room filled with lightened bright crystals.
Crystal- Man this is like another home to me.
Cosmic and Crescent- Only because your Sailor Crystal.
Twilight- And your point is.
Heather- It�s a room of crystals and she is Sailor Crystal.
Crystal- Drop the conversation of the crystal thing.
Crescent- Well lets get going we have to find Alex.
Heather- That�s my line!
Cosmic- Stop you two.
Crystal and Twilight- *sweat drop* Crazy girls.
They traveled more until they heard two yelling voices and another going blah blah blah blah blah over
and over not listening to the others.
The scouts peeked around a rock as they saw KiKiro and KiroKi yelling at a tied up Alex.
Heather- Alex
She started to run toward him but Twilight grabbed her arm.
Crystal- You cant go out there yet.
Heather- Why not?
Crescent- We don�t have a plan to get Alex back yet.
Cosmic- I do. It�s called use your powers and kick there butts then get Alex.
Everyone else- k
They jumped out from behind the rock and before they could talk KiKiro spoke.
KiKiro- Well I see you found us.
KiroKi- But were afraid you have to go.
Alex- Go on scouts! Get away while you can! Heather- Not without you!
But then a light appeared as two figures appeared.



Cosmic- *struggling eyes to look through light* H- Hika.
Crescent- *amazed* Palyda. Hika.
Hika- Yes its us. Palyda and Hika.
Palyda- Hika here told me what was going on so I decided to come see you all. But also she told me
about Heather and my brother Alex. Oh yeah that reminds me. Heather.
Heather- *wide eyed* Yes.
Palyda- You�ve seen these fellow scouts fight. But after research of the scouts. And after having Queen
Serenity telling me about the lost scout. I was told to give you this special stone.
He held a circular amber stone with a gold sun shape inside of it. Then it started to hover then it went
slowly toward Heather.
Hika- Heather. You are Sailor Shaw. And Alex I shall return your powers.
A amber beam came from Hika�s pointing finger to Alex�s forehead. Then his powers were restored and
him and Heather transformed.
Alex had gold armor.
Heather- SHAW PRISM POWER! MAKE UP!
She had a orange skirt and neck thingy along as a orange chocker. Her sleeve tops were designed like
flames and also her gloves. She had a sun belt and red ribbons. Last her high heels were orange also
she had sun ear rings. ( I also changed the other scout�s shoes. Cosmic has light blue boots. Shooting
Star had purple shoes like Neptune�s. Crystal had green shoes like Mar�s. Twilight had shoes like
Jupiter�s. Last Crescent had shoes like Uranus�s)
Hika- Oh allow me to change. SHOOTING STAR PRISM POWER! MAKE UP!
Palyda- Me too.
Palyda had topaz armor.
Cosmic- Well if Heather is Sailor Shaw. And Alex is Shaw. And Palyda is Shaw. Then who is who.
(P) Shaw- Well I am Past Shaw. Alex is Future Shaw and Heather is Present.
(A) Shaw- Well call me F Shaw. And Palyda will be P Shaw.
Crystal- But past and present start with p.
Twilight- Well we with call Heather just Shaw.
Crescent- Shooting Star! Ready to attack these two bafoons?!?!
Cosmic- Oh we forgot about them.
Shooting Star- Yeah.
KiKiro- Tst tst tst. We have a little something up our sleeves. Ready??!!??!!
KiroKi- Yeah
KiKiro and KiroKi- ZOMBIE RISE!!
All the monsters the scouts defeated came above the ground. Then all the scouts started to attack the
monsters.
F Shaw- P Shaw lets do it.
P Shaw- Yeah
F and P Shaw- BURNING DAWRF!!!!!!!
A sun like fire ball went at 300 mph toward two monsters.
Cosmic and Shaw- SUNS RAYS!!!!!!!!!!
A real bright light killed a monster.
Crystal and Twilight- HERCULIE�S THUNDER!!!!!
Blue lighting stroke 3 monsters.
Crescent and Shooting Star- BURNING STAR!!!!!!!
They turned back to back and entwined each others fingers and put their bottom back legs together as
Crescent started the fire and Shooting Star made the star figure.



They attacked the other monsters as KiKiro and KiroKi were left standing.
Shooting Star and P Shaw- Scouts you all have other moves. Your gems should glow if you believe you
can beat these losers.
Scouts- we do.
Shooting Star- Allow me to demonstrate. DREAMING SHOOTING STAR OF THE HUMANS!!!!!!!
A rainbow like shooting star hit the two twins.
Cosmic- I believe. Also I believe I have a move that doesn�t need the scouts to attack. COSMO
LIGHT!!!!
A space like scenario came as a asteroid came flying and hit the twins.
Crystal- I believe. CRYSTAL OF THE ABYSS!!!!
A crystal appeared and made a dust storm as it also hit the twins.
Crescent- I believe. CUPIDS ARROW!!!!!!!!!
A bow and arrow like Cupid�s appeared in her hands as she shot two arrows at the twins.
Twilight- I believe. CHURNING SEA!!!!!!!!
A churning piece of water came and hit the twins.
Shaw- I believe that we can beat these disgusting enemy that has nothing better to do but kill. SOLAR
ECLISPE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Her power started to collapse the cave as they started to run leaving the twins to die. Once they made it
out of the cave every star and planet was seen as the three Shaw�s eyes where dilated as they looked at
the sun being covered by a giant object. It only lasted a few moments as the cave finally collapsed and
they were back to normal. But the scouts collapsed from being drained from there new found powers.
Every one except Shooting Star. Then they all went back to normal form.

Disclaimer- ^^ A new scout!!!!!!!!! YAY!!!!!!!!!!!



16 - Figures Of Light

Heather- *in thoughts* A sailor scout. I�m a sailor scout. Of the sun that is. But what I don�t understand is
why would my uniform be different from the other scouts. Why? It�s just a dumb thing. I shouldn�t care.
I�m a sailor scout. I�m Sailor Shaw. Scout of the sun.
She thought all night. Which seemed like a eternity. But yet so short as time flew as she thought of being
a sailor scout, Sailor Shaw.
Heather- *in thoughts* But Alex is Past Shaw, Palyda is Future Shaw, and me, I�m Present Shaw, But
I�m also considered Sailor Shaw. But I�m just glad that Alex is safe. And that we all survived the solar
eclipse I made. But how did it make the cave collapse? Oh well I�ll know sooner or later.

The next morning came on the dreadful dark moon. But something seemed different about today. Like
something was coming. For them. But it wasn�t a threat. Like when your told that a family member is
expecting a child and you had the feeling that they were going to have the baby before they were told
this news.
Rei- Well I guess its time to transform into our scout or warrior form.
Hika- Yeah I guess your right.
Evon- I wonder how long we�ve been on this dark moon?
Marie- Don�t we all.
Natokiy- Probably more than 50 days.
Alex and Palyda- Well it could be worse. We could be split apart.
Heather- Well lets transform. SHAW PRISM POWER!! MAKE UP!!
They transformed also. But they noticed they had another change in their uniforms. All except the
Shaw�s. Shooting Star and Crescent both had gloves like Uranus and Neptune, but they were their same
colors. Crystal and Cosmic still had their regular gloves and Marie had gloves that ended at her wrists.
Shaw- Well I wonder what is in stored for today.
Crescent- Fighting all the time can exhaust you.
Shooting Star- Even though it is fun when you can kick bad guy�s butt if they get on your nerves a lot.
Crystal- I miss the old Hika.
Twilight- I do to.
Cosmic- I hope Setsuna gives her some chocolate today.
(P) Shaw- I don�t wont to know.
(F) Shaw- Well in past life she was hyper. You only met her once besides the battles.
Shooting Star- Do ya�ll have to pick on me. I�m actually mature. I�ve been mature ever since the mission.
Crescent- FYI its was the middle of the mission not the beginning.
Crystal and Twilight- Cant fight with her there.
Cosmic and Shaw- *sweat drop* Yeah they need chocolate big time.
(F and P) Shaw- We�ll never understand them.
They all started to walk and ran into 5 monsters in 3 hours. Then they started to feel as if they were
getting close to the dark palace they�ve been after for dreadful days. But on the other hand they thought
they were getting close. To something special. Something important. Something made of the light. It was
just unknown. It was far off though. But their thoughts were interrupted when a monster jumped out from
behind a rock. It was a dark angel. It had silver hair, black clothes like the starlights that their parents
told them about. Light golden brown skin and dark possessed looking grey eyes. Well one eye was like



that they other was crimson red. It was female by seeing the curves. But the traveling group didn�t stutter
to attack. They all fought and Sailor Shaw figured out she had another attack besides her Solar Eclipse
attack. It was Heat Wave. It sent waves of heat in a circle that increased in size until it was 30 feet away
from her on all sides. But this monster was to strong for one move. So all the scouts attacked at once,
but it still didn�t destroy the dark angel. They fought and fought as they slowly started to give in to its
might. But luck was on their side. A bright light appeared as they all thought they saw a girl figure with a
boy figure behind the girl figure. But this light seemed to strong for the dark angel to stand as it faded
against the light. And the light vanished and the fihures they saw was visible for the naked eye.



17 - Leo and Rosanna

The light surrounding the two figures slowly faded. Revealing two kids. About Hika�s age but younger.
The girl was red headed and the boy was bleach blonde. The girl was taller than him. But the boy
seemed a bit more brighter.
Boy- Hello Mom and dad. Oh yeah uncle.
(Sorry the scouts also did power down) Rei- Who�s your mom?
Girl- Well you cant tell through me. But Through Alex.
Hika- JUST TELL US!! All we can tell is that Alex is your dad!
Natokiy- Hika clam down.
Marie and Evon- Weird. But Can we ask you two your names?
Girl- Sure. I�m Rosanna and this is my lil bro Leo. We came from the future to help ya�ll.
Heather- Who�s you�lles mom?
Leo- You.
Alex- COOL I GET MARRIED TO HEATHER IN THE FUTURE!!!!
Palyda- Man bro your weird.
Heather- SHUT UP PALYDA!!!! I�M GETTING MARRIED TO ALEX!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Everyone else except Rei- Freaky.
Rei- Wipdy freakin doo. (not really people)
Heather and Alex- WHAT DID YOU SAY!!!!!!!!!!
Palyda- Whats wrong with you Rei?
Rosanna and Leo- *sweat drop* Man our parents change a lot in the future if this is how they act all the
time.
Evon and Marie- Don�t worry its worse.
Natokiy- If you call romance disgusting.
Hika- Well let me introduce ya�ll to us. I�m Hika. *points* The silver haired girl is Natokiy. *points* The
real dominate, brunette girl is Marie. *points* The girl with the side of her hair in her face is Evon.
*points* The angry blond with a lot of black highlights or is it the other way around. Is Rei. But don�t
worry she�s just cranky right now. And you know the others.
Leo- Nice to meet you Angel Face.
Rosanna- Weren�t you told not to flirt?
Leo- Nope.
Natokiy- Well how old are ya�ll?
Marie- They look fairly young.
Evon- Are ya�ll 9-10?
Leo- Well were twins except we have a different appearance.
Rosanna- Were both ya�lles age. We came from the time that we were your ages. If you don�t
understand what I mean that is.
Rei- Well I guess I cant say that Leo dates older woman.
Hika- Old?
Alex and Palyda- Well do ya�ll know about the sailor scouts and past and future shaws?
Heather- Well they should.
Leo- Don�t worry we know all about it.
Rosanna- I�m Sailor Earth. And Leo is Tuxedo Mini Mask. He didn�t become a Shaw. Besides don�t you



think there was enough Shaw�s.
Heather- Sailor Earth. Isn�t that a bit original?
Rosanna- Well not quiet. But I do have a lot of power.
Leo- And I like being Tuxedo Mini Mask.
Rei and Hika- Well do ya�ll have a aunt or something?
The twins shook their heads no.
Evon and Natokiy- We figured that.
Marie- Besides what do we have to worry.
Hika- For the fact that Leo is now going to flirt with me. And I�m going to have nightmares.
Rei, Heather, Alex and Palyda- Hika you are a nightmare. Especially when you have chocolate.

Disclaimer- Well here is info on Leo and Rosanna.
Rosanna- kikatinuyasha
Leo- Tuxedo_Mini_Mask



18 - Fluke- Figuring Things Out

They were bashed, crashed, smashed, tossed, punched, kicked, elbowed, pinched, and scolded on the
head for they faced a powerful monster. They were fixing to lose all hope. But they stayed in there. Leo
was Tuxedo Mini Mask and of course Rosanna was Sailor Earth. Sailor Earth�s uniform was like
Jupiter�s but the ribbons were light green. And Tuxedo Mini Mask�s uniform was like Tuxedo Mask�s but
his was gold.
Sailor Earth- MOTHER NATURE!!!!!!!!!!
Leo- SUN BULLET!!!!!!!!
Sailor Earth�s mother nature made a green aurora that had leaves flying around and cut the monster.
Tuxedo Mini Mask�s sun bullet was a bright bullet like beam come out of his hand.
Crescent and Shooting Star- BURNING STAR!!!!!!!!!!!!
Twilight and Crystal- HERCULIE�S THUNDER!!!!!
Cosmic and Shaw- SUNS RAYS!!!!!!!!!!
F and P Shaw- BURNING DAWRF!!!!!!!
Earth and TMM (Tuxedo Mini Mask)- NEW LIFE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
New Life made a season like attack. Everything was hot, then warm, then mild the cold. Last it was hot
again as the monster burst into flames. Then died.
Crescent and Shooting Star- WE DID IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cosmic- Well what do we do now?
Shaw�s- No kidding.
Twilight- Lets face it.
Crystal- this was just a mission to mature.
Shooting Star- Wrong!
Crescent- Well what did they tell you when you went back?
Shooting Star- I asked them but they said it was a real mission. But when Trista and Ami left the room I
heard them cry. I just know it�s a mission. But yet a mission impossible.
F Shaw- Well when I saw Hika running on the street I followed her and I helped her get back here and I
volunteered to help in the mission.
P Shaw- Well I say they just want us to stay here.
Earth- Well we came from the future.
TMM- So we don�t know a thing about this.
Shaw- Well I want more info why were here.
Others- Don�t we all.
Crystal and Twilight- Well Cosmic do you have a magic trick that lets you know how much of this dark
moon we�ve traveled.
Cosmic- I guess I do. Give me some time to think.
TMM- Well how long have ya�ll been here?
Earth- Yeah how long?
Crescent and Shooting Star- Well 4 of us have been here for 200 days. Natokiy has been here for 196
days. Heather and Alex have been here for 150 days. Palyda has been here for 145 days. And you now
the rest.
F and P Shaw- And you two keep up with this why?
Crystal- Us sailor scouts besides Earth have journals dating back to that time.



TMM- What kind of journals?
Twilight- Journals that tell us what monsters we�ve faced.
Earth- I�m lost.
Cosmic- I KNOW IT!! We�ve traveled the whole dark moon. So we most just be here to prevent monsters
to going to Earth.
Crescent- But what about that monster that told us about The Dark Kingdom of Solitude?
Others- Yeah.
Cosmic- That I don�t know. Probably just to wear us out from looking.
F Shaw- It�s a good possibility.
P Shaw- Your right.
Shaw- Unless the scouts on earth made the monster and wanted to trick us to stay here.
Crystal and Twilight- Well lets go back then!!!!!
Crescent- Yeah we�ll be rebels against them. Even if they are our parents.
Shooting Star- Yeah but the outers didn�t send us to do this fluke mission.
Cosmic- Well Serenity will pay and any others that sent us.
Shaw- WAIT!!!!!!! What about TMM and Earth?
Earth and TMM- We can teleport.
At that moment the left the dark moon and was on a hill where they saw a palace about 20 miles away
and a city below them.
Everyone except TMM and Earth- Home



19 - Truth-Death-Taking

RL and Hika kicked down the door as they all ran into the palace of Crystal Tokyo. The inners and
outers stepped out of their rooms and looked dumbfounded as they saw a group of people running down
the corridor. Sweat dropping that is. Then before they knew it they were at the main palace door that
leads to where Serenity is sitting with the king King Endimion. Then the inners and outers stepped in
after the ragging group went in.
Lita and Ami- Scouts why aren�t you on your mission. And who are all these others. We sent four of you
and heard Natokiy was with you
Rei- Yeah what are you here for you must be on the Dark Moon?!?
Setsuna- *gasping* Heather&&&.Alex&&&&Palyda.
Michiru- Do you know them Setsuna?
Haraku- Yeah Setsuna.
Serenity- Hush everyone!
Rini ran in.
Evon- YOUR MISSION WAS A FLUKE!
Marie- WHY WOULD YOU TRICK US LIKE THAT?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!
Natokiy- Why?!?!?!?!
Heather- *under her breathe* Weird I feel different.
Alex- ANSWER US NOW!!!!!!!
RL- Where�s mom?
Hika- Where�s Mina?
Everyone got silent. To silent.
Leo broke the silence.
Leo- Answer us now!
Rosanna- We don�t have forever!
Alex and Palyda- Now!
Haraku- She�s&&&.she�s&&&&&..dead
Every young scout gasped.
RL- WHY DIDN�T YOU TELL US!?!?!?!?
She started to cry for she didn�t wont to look weak.
Michiru- Well Rei cant take you. So Haraku and me are adopting you RL.
Hika- What about me?
Setsuna- There�s another problem. Hika,&&& Michiru was either supposed to wed Seiya or he will take
you. She said�
Evon and Marie- He cant take her. Besides we would never see her again.
Natokiy- He cant.
Rei- He can. With the money he makes it can take her. He aid either way I goes he will take Hika. He�s
her father and he�s going to take her. We cant stop him. It�s against the law now to try to stop the parent
from taking his or her child.
Ami- Were sorry.
Lita- But tell us why you think the mission was a fluke?
Serenity- Tell us.
Endimion- Please tell us.



Rosanna- Well don�t ask me.
Leo- Me neither.
Heather- Well I�m a sailor scout and so is Rosanna but we hardly no anything.
Alex- I came along with them.
Rei- We know who�s who we got ya�ll on a camera for a short moment but then it lost signal.
Natokiy- Because we�ve been there for almost a year and we�ve traveled the whole Dark Moon. We
found nothing.
Evon- And we defeated every monster.
Marie- thanks to KiKiro and KiroKi.
Hika- and other monsters like that.
RL- Now tell us why you sent us on a fluke mission! Ami- Well we had stuff for you scouts to find out and
to improve.
Palyda- We know about the maturing thing. But what else was in store for us?
Alex- We have to know.
Heather- And why do I feel like I�m not in the right time period?
Serenity- Because your not. You, Alex and Palyda are from our time. Leo and Rosanna are from this
time. Ya�ll all got your memories wiped on your time period.
Haraku- RL your adoption will be complete in a few days.
Michiru- Hika I�m sorry if I cant keep you.
Rini- Leo do you remember me?
Leo- Uhhhhhhhhhh I think.
Rini- Do you remember being a prince?
Leo- Uhhhhhhhhhh yes I think.
Rosanna- What about me?
They heard doors open. Seiya was there with a couple of people.
Seiya- Michiru I�ll give you time to think of your choice. Either marry me or lose Hika forever.
Haraku- Why are you harassing her?
Seiya- Shut up tomboy!
Serenity- ENOUGH!!!! I WANT HAVE THIS!! SEIYA GO BACK AND LEAVE HIKA AND MICHIRU
BE!!!!!!!!!
Seiya- NEVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



20 - Fighting For Rights

At that moment inside the main room of the palace. It was a catastrophe for every one. They were crying
because there was a death. Michiru was under pressure dealing with Seiya. Hika was being fought over
by her parents. Heather, Alex and Palyda are from the past (when serenity was Usagi). Leo and
Rosanna are fro that time. Rini cant get the twins to remember their regular time. Evon, Marie and
Natokiy are losing it from all the pain. And RL lost her mother but she didn�t have a problem being
adopted by the outer couple. Even though she could lose a great friend.
Hika- STOP IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*voice echo�s* Seiya you maybe my downer but you not my dad. Not my
father. You were never there for me. Never. So I want go with you. I got rights. And I�m choosing to stay
here. Haraku may be my mom but michiru adopted me. Her child was a miss carriage. Luckily. Even
though its sad. But you raped her. So the child would have been a burden.
Seiya- What. Michiru you never told me our child wasn�t born!
Haraku- Why would she?
Rei- Seiya get out of here. You have no child that belong to you here.
Seiya- Oh really. Have any of you heard of the myth �Son of a gun�?
Marie- I have.
Natokiy- Me to.
Leo and Rosanna- Don�t forget us.
Seiya- well that�s what happened after I raped Michiru. But Haraku blocked the bullet. Only to save
Michiru from something like that. So Hika is my daughter.
Ami- But you were never there to care for her.
Lita- So why would you want her now?
Setsuna- Explain that.
Seiya- I�m lonely. And I also came here to see if RL is still alive because her dad wants her now. I cant
take Marie right now because Taiki doesn�t want her yet.
Lita- HE WOULD NEVER BE ABLE TO TAKE MY DAUGHTER!!!
Serenity- ENOUGH I SAY!!!!!!!!!
Leo- *whispering* Rini, Rosanna lets get out of here now.
Rosanna- Yeah. Rini lead the way.
Rini- k
The three left unnoticed.
Rei- Serenity stop him please.
Serenity- It�s the law. I cant.
Ami- Why not?
Natokiy- You�re the queen.
Evon- Ya�ll she doesn�t make the laws the government does.
Marie- There is no way we can stop Seiya from taking Hika now
Heather- Seiya go no! You have no reason to be here. Hika is right. You may be her downer, but you
were never there for her. So that means we know you wont take care of her.
Michiru- SEIYA GO!!!!!!! I WANT MARRY YOU!!!!!!!!! I HAVE SOMEONE!!!!!!!!!! I HAVE FAMILY!!!!!!!!!!
AND HIKA IS HARAKU�S AND MINE!!!!!!!!! IT MAY NOT BE A PROPER MARRIAGE!!!!!!!!! BUT HIKA
IS NOT YOURS!!!!!!!!
Seiya- Oh really. Mina was there the day of the �Sun of a gun� myth. She would know what happened.



Where is she?
RL- She�s dead.
Seiya- Yaten is going to be disappointed.
Natokiy- Of what? For the fact that Mina died. And he wont be here to go to the funeral.
Seiya- no. For the fact that his daughter didn�t take care of her.
RL- He wasn�t here. Only because you and Taiki took him with ya�ll.
Heather- Man. Alex besides the queen and king. We are the only two that haven�t divorced and that
have a proper marriage.
Alex- I agree.
Palyda- Where did Rini, Leo and Rosanna go?
Heather and Alex- We saw them walk out.
Palyda- I didn�t.
Setsuna- Seiya go now!!!!!!!!!!
Seiya- Not until Michiru�s choice is decided.
Setsuna then used her staff which penetrated Seiya into the wall making him pass out. Then they took
him and put him a underground prison.
Serenity- Hika.
Hika- Yes mam.
Serenity- You have no more reason�s to worry. Anymore.
RL- Well when�s the funeral?
Rei- Tomorrow.



21 - Long Lost Bilogical Cousins

The funeral came. Everyone cried. And the city knew that the scout of love and beauty had died. So
everyone attended. RL was the one crying the most. Everyone knew she was her daughter. So of
course they knew it hurt her the most. And Haraku was her second arcade racing buddy. Even though
she never lived to bet the racing tomboy. But also after the funeral. It was a mess. The palace water
went low and cold because those that were on the mission were still trying to get the dry monster blood
off of them. But Natokiy thought of stuff that usually wouldn�t bother her. She thought about her parents.
For the fact that she never meet her mom nor dad. Her big biological brother told her when she was
young told her that their dads name was Andrew. And that he used to work at the arcade. He knew
these group of teenage girls which were actually her friends parents. Which were the sailor scouts
before her. But he never meet her mom so he never knew her name. He didn�t even know his moms
name. He said the only thing he knew about her mom and their dad was for the fact that her mom died
after labor and her dad committed suicide two weeks later. Her big brother was nine when their father
died. So she was raised by him. Then when she turned 12 it was only five months later her big brother
got brought into the war and was killed. This was only two years ago. But Natokiy grew careless of
people. She lost her family so she only had friends. She didn�t have aunts or uncles. And her
grandparents were dead. So she was the only one. Natokiy thought about this for hours until Heather
walked in.
Heather- Natokiy.
Natokiy started to cry.
Heather- Darling what�s wrong?
Natokiy- Nothing&&&&.. My eyes are just watering&&&&& And I miss Mina&&&.. that�s all.
Heather- Well if you ever have anything to say you can come to me. I will understand.
Natokiy- Thanks
With that she got up and left leaving a worried Heather behind. She went out to the gardening where she
saw Evon sitting on a fountain looking at her sailor gem.
Evon- Hi Natokiy. What�s wrong? You can tell me.
Natokiy- Family.
Evon- What do you mean?
Natokiy- I don�t have any true family only friends.
Evon- Well go on and tell me.
Natokiy- My whole family is dead. The last family member I had was my big biological brother.
Evon- I know how you feel. I lost a biological cousin when he was 21. His dad committed suicide when
he was nine. He also had a younger biological sister that he took care of. Her mom didn�t really die after
labor she came to us. Her father wanted a grandson not a granddaughter. And he said if her child was a
girl he would kill the baby. So she said she died and left to the US. We knew this. So we never
mentioned ourselves to the family she left so that they could find out. And once she left her father died.
And her daughter�s father committed suicide later on. So until today she doesn�t know.
Natokiy�s jaw and eyes were wide open.
Evon- Is something wrong.
Natokiy- I�m&I�m that child. Were long lost biological cousins Evon. I HAVE FAMILY STILL
ALIVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YEAH!!!!!!!!!!
Evon- Are you serious?



Natokiy- YES YES I AM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I STILL HAVE FAMILY!!!!!!!!!!!!! YEAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Evon- YEAH I FOUND MY LONG LOST BIOLOGICAL COUSIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Natokiy- What ever happened to my mom though? What was her name?
Evon- Well she died in a plane crash when she was coming back here thinking that it was safe to keep
you. But I was never told. And she also changed her name so I have no clue what it is. But I know she
loved horses.
Natokiy- Well lets go tell the others.
Evon- Ok.
They told the others and they all now knew that Natokiy and Evon are biological cousins.

 

 

A/N- Ok I just wont to make sure you people know how to say the names.

Rei Leigh- Ray-Lee

Hika- Hic-ah

Evon- E-von

Marie- Ma-re

Natokiy- Na-toe-key

Palyda- Pal-e-duh

Alex- Al-x

Heather- Hea-ther

Leo- Lee-oh

Rosanna- Rose-anna



22 - Training

Marie walked in circles in her room that she shared with Evon. Until she heard a knock on the door. She
opened it and Rosanna was standing there. Looking up at Marie. Marie was about 5 inches taller. Only
because she inherited tallness from her mom Makoto. Just like RL was tall like her dad.
Marie- Hi Rosanna. Come on in.
Rosanna- Thanks. But can I ask you something?*takes seat on a chair near the bed*
Marie- *takes seat on bed* Go ahead.
Rosanna- Well first you can call me Rose. But how do you deal with being a sailor scout and fighting
whenever you have to. Ever since we�ve gotten back. We�ve gone through tough times and monsters.
Its wearing me out. I doubt Sailor Earth can take it.
Marie- Well it takes time. We fight not just because we have to. But because we wont to. And trust me
your not the only one wore out. Twilight is too.
Rose- Oh... well can we go out and train. I need to be stronger. A lot stronger.
Marie- Ok& meet me out side the garden near the beach at 3:00pm sharp. Well train then. And just
come as Sailor Earth. Deal?
Rose- Deal.
Time flew as Marie went 15 minutes early to the beach. Rose then came there like Marie wonted her to.
3:00 pm sharp.
Twilight- your such a good listener.
Earth- I know. Ready to train?
Twilight- Yeah.
Earth- GET READY TO LOSE!!! MOTHER NATURE!!!!!!!!!!
Twilight- I don�t think so. RIP TIDE!!!!
Earth was blown close to the water line and was pulled into the magical pond Twilight called upon. But
Twilight was hit harshly with Earth�s mother nature.
Twilight- Not to bad for a rookie.
Earth- *pond disappears* Not so bad yourself.
Twilight- LIGHTING FURY!!!!!
Earth- DROUGHT!!!!!
Twilight�s lighting fury sent Earth hurdling once again toward the water line. But Earth�s drought made a
barrier making a battle dome size place for them to fight but it got real hot in there and water evaporated.
Twilight- How long have you been practicing on that?
Earth- Not long. Why?
Twilight- Cause its real hot in here.
Earth- Well duh it�s a drought.
Not realizing she called off the barrier by saying drought.
Twilight- Your not real bright are you?
Earth- Hey now.
Twilight- What? Oh yeah. CHURNING SEA!!!!!!!!!!!
Earth- What?!?
The ocean beside them starting to make harsh tides and hit Earth. Her red hair was soaked and luckily
the sailor suit is made of material that cant be seen through.
Earth- Time to fight back. TORNADO!!!!!!!!!



Earth�s tornado attack made a tornado come as it hit Twilight and she was thrown into the ocean. She
quickly swam back.
Twilight- OMEGA LIGHTING STRIKE!!!!!!!!!!!
She shocked Earth as Serenity walked out onto the balcony outside her room and saw them. She then
clapped when everything was calm and the to training scouts looked up at her.
Serenity- Looks like training is over you two. Come in and get ready for dinner.
Earth and Twilight- Yes my lady.
They looked at themselves and noticed they were a wreck. Twilight�s front ribbon was shredded and her
clothes were soaked. Earth�s were similar. Hers were soaked and she had a bruise on her right arm.
Also her skirt and ribbons were torn. They went in and got ready for dinner. And met each other in the
hall way.
Rose- Thanks for training with me Marie
Marie- It was nothing. I was getting a bit rusty there in way.



23 - Goodbye And Forever Hold Its Peace

It was late at night and everyone slept except Alex and his brother Palyda.
Alex- So when�s the day lil bro?
Palyda- Tomorrow.
Alex- When are you leaving?
Palyda- When no one is awake. I don�t want it to be hard for them to see me go back into the past.
Better yet where is your true time form of this time?
Alex- Well me and Heather have to come back in time. We are teenagers in this time. Were supposed to
be adults. So when our adult forms come back from there vacation we have to leave to the past.
Palyda- Well tomorrow morning I need you to make sure no one comes to the garden.
Alex- Yeah. But you know they will wake up and figure out your gone.
Palyda- I cant help the fact that those girls have �Someone is gone� detectors in there heads.
Alex- Same reason why Heather and Rose have �Cell Phone is going off� detectors also.
Palyda- Well they love cell phones. But their detectors are no where as weird as Leo�s. He knows when
Rini is in trouble.
Alex- He gets it from you.
Palyda- How?
Alex- You�re a huge flirt.
Palyda- So. He�s your son. Better yet. When is this time�s Sailor Shaw and Past Shaw getting back from
vacation? Besides do they know that their past selves are here. And that they will have to fight more?
Alex- Yeah. They did do the same thing when they had to travel through time.
Palyda- Yeah whatever. I have to leave at 2:00 get ready to wake up.
Alex- Yeah what ever.
They slept about 3 hours then woke up. Running to the garden silently. Palyda summoned a portal
hugging his big bro. Ten jumping in. Knowing he�ll meet his bro soon. Alex ran back silently. But not
quiet enough. He woke up Leo.
Leo- Why are you up?
Alex- Don�t worry ya�ll figure out later. Now go to bed.
Leo- Ok
They went back to bed falling asleep fast. In the morning everyone woke up in a panic. Knowing
something was wrong. Everyone was called to the main palace room.
Setsuna- Where�s Palyda?
Rose- Where�s my uncle?
Rei and Hika- Ya�ll act like it�s the end of the world.
Natokiy, Evon and Marie- Calm down people!
Inner and outers- Talk about morning panic.
Leo- Well dad you said you would tell me why you were up last night. So what is it?
Alex- Well. Palyda left ya�ll. He had to. This wasn�t his time. But�
Serenity- Well that�s understandable. This wasn�t his time. He did die before he reached the age of 25.
So we don�t have a Palyda in this time.
Rini- But who is going to be Future Shaw?
Serenity- Ya�ll will know in time.
Haruka- Well lets eat.



Michiru- Yeah she�s got a point. All this panicking made me hungry.
Ami and Makoto- WE�LL COOK!
Rei- Yeah the good cooks are cooking.
Serenity- I know I have to be ladylike but& YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!! FOOD, FOOD, FOOD,
FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Outers- Rini were proud of you being ladylike and more mature than your mom. And that we can relax
that our future queen will be grown up.
Natokiy- Well cuz, Marie lets get out of here.
Alex whispered something in Hika, RL, Evon, Marie, Natokiy, Heather, Leo and Rose�s ears. They
nodded and left for breakfast. Ate and left to the private beach beside the palace.
Hika- You wonted us here Alex.
Alex- Yeah first off�
Heather- Me and Alex our going back to our time.
Alex- I was going to say that.
RL- Just go on.
Rose- Yeah no time for bickering.
Natokiy, Evon and Marie- If I were you I would watch it.
Rose- There my parents.
RL and Hika- So.
Leo- Ya�ll.
Alex- As I was saying. Palyda told me our new mission is coming soon. We have to be prepared.
Natokiy- Yes. The sacrificing mission.
Evon- The mission that we�ve prepared for.
Marie- The mission we�ve secretly hid from the others.
Rose- Problem is.
Leo- Are you going to fight mom and dad?
Heather and Alex- We leave today. Better yet in thirty minutes. So were leaving ya�ll here to prepare.
Others- K
Heather- Leo you will figure something out new.
Alex- Well bye ya�ll we have to go and pack.
Others- Bye.
They left leaving the others.
RL- Well it looks like it times.
Hika- When we see the portal they use appear and then disappear.
Rose- Well lets get ready.
Natokiy- Transform.
Marie- Twilight prism power.
Evon- Crystal prism power.
Rose- Earth prism power.
Natokiy- Cosmic prism power.
Hika- Shooting Star prism power.
RL- Crescent prism power.
Leo transformed.
Girls- Make up!
They gathered in a circle as they started to glow as they held hands. Twilight had a lime green and
electric blue light. Crystal had a dark green and teal light. Earth had a pure green and pair green light.
Cosmic had a light blue light. Shooting Star had a purplish pick color. Crescent had a leather black and



ancient gold light. Last Tuxedo Mini Mask had a dusty gold light. The portal that Heather and Alex used
disappeared and the group that was glowing made a barrier.
Cosmic- Those that know us. Forget us being sailor scouts of this time. Forget.
Their lights increased and covered the world. Wiping everyone�s memory of them being sailor scouts.
Crystal and Twilight- The war has begun.
TMM- Should we use our new weapon?
Earth- No. Wait until the right time.
Crescent- It�s just us now.
Shooting Star- No one knows were sailor scouts.
Cosmic- We have to use the next step. Before the power we use goes out.
Others- Right.
Cosmic- Land disappear. For your own good. Bring back the old world. Not a populated world. Where
Indians and pioneers lived.
Trees grew and the ocean went up about two feet. The Grand Canyon got a bit closer. Buildings around
the world disappeared. And so forth.
Shooting Star- I wish this world would forever hold this peace.
Crescent- De transform
They de transformed.



24 - Guardians And The New Transformation

The day went by, silently. Serenity and the others, not the new scouts, didn�t know that the generation
below them were sailor scouts. But they did know that the Earth was recreated. No buildings, no nothing.
Only for huge and young trees. The ocean was bigger. Canyons were closer. And so forth. Then the
new sailor scouts left. They left to the unknown forest. Not telling their parents they left. So when the
original scouts noticed their kids were gone. They headed out as sailor scouts. And came to a lake, a
small open meadow beside it, last trees everywhere. Then a barrier surrounded them.
Neptune- This barrier seems familiar.
Chibi Moon- No kidding.
Moon- It doesn�t matter. We have to get out and find the others.
Pluto- No chance.
Mercury- What do you mean?
Jupiter- Yeah spill Pluto.
Pluto- This barrier want break. Only if the owner/owners call it off.
Uranus- I see.
Mars- But how is it familiar?
Moon and Chibi Moon- We have to find the others.
Unknown voice- You cant.
Neptune- Pardon.
Unknown voice- You cant. The others and me cant let that happen.
Uranus- Who are you?
Unknown voice- Not only the messenger off the others, because they�re a bit shy on appearing, but I am
Sailor Crescent. Sailor Scout of love and passion.
She stepped out from behind the tree that she was behind.
Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter- Crescent.
Crescent- Why did you think you were the only sailor scouts?
Pluto- Well I knew we couldn�t be the only scouts. But I thought the generation after us would be chibi�s.
Crescent- I have other forms. It�s Chibi Mars and Chibi Uranus. But let me get on to what I was saying.
Four of you are to come with me. Can you tell who it is?
Moon- Me, Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter.
Crescent- Wrong. The outers. Sailor Moon you need to live. The others are your best fellow comrades.
But also the Star Lights, Endimyions�s workers, Princess Fire ball and Chibi Chibi will be here. Heather
and Alex also.
Five other scouts walked up behind Crescent along with a teenage boy in a tux. They were the others of
course. But Shooting Star didn�t hesitate to introduce them and herself.
Twilight- Cosmic now.
Crystal- Twilight are you in a hurry?
Twilight- Yeah to get this mission over with.
Earth- I agree with you.
Cosmic- Comrades please come now.* the ones listed to come came* Guardians please come. ASAP
we need you. They shall come any minute.
TMM- Scouts ready?!?
New Scouts except Cosmic and Earth- Yeah



Twilight- FAUN TWILIGHT CRISIS POWER!!
Crystal- FAIRY CRYSTAL CRISIS POWER!!
Shooting Star- MERMAID SHOOTING STAR CRISIS POWER!!
Crescent- ANGEL CRESCENT CRISIS POWER!!
TMM- This is in the name of my uncle. FUTURE SHAW STAR POWER!!
They transformed a bit different. Twilight was a faun. She had a dark green shirt on and a silver tiara
with a silver scepter. Her fur was muddy brown. Crystal had a fairy wings, a yellow shirt that was missing
a sleeve. And she had a average gold princess crown. Shooting Star was a mermaid at first but then
turned into a sea maiden because she was on land. She had a purple dress with a red cape thrown over
a shoulder. A dangling belt that had smaller versions. It went around her fins on her legs and arms, and
one on her head. And had fish fins as ears. Crescent had angel wings with a white roman robe. A red
cape connected to both shoulders. A gold top arm band. And roman sandals. TMM had F Shaw�s outfit.
Heather- LOOK THERE�S A PHOENIX AND DRAGON IN THE SKY!!!
Alex- Yeah. LOOK THERE�S A SPINNING TURTLE AND TIGER RUNNING THIS WAY!!! Wait those
things are huge. Like if they were animals at a giants zoo.
Earth- Did you see the unicorn and hornless Pegasus?
Others- No.
Cosmic- The guardians have made it.
Cosmic jumped on the hornless Pegasus. And F Shaw jumped on the unicorn. Twilight and Earth
jumped on the tiger. Crystal jumped on the phoenix.
Twilight- Saturn get on.
Saturn- So I'm riding a tiger...
Earth- Come on!
Saturn- Ok ok already.
Crystal- Pluto get on. It wont burn either.
Pluto- Me?
Crystal- Yes you. Crescent told you that ya�ll will be coming with us. Oh and don�t let the fairy wings
poke you.
Pluto- Ok
She jumped on the phoenix as Shooting Star jumped on the super fast huge turtle.
Shooting Star- Neptune come on.
Neptune- Well at least its with something of the sea.
Shooting Star- Well what if I said it possibly ate sea cucumbers before it came. What would you do?
She saw Neptune clinging onto a tree.
Shooting Star- I�m just joking.
Neptune- *dumbfounded* I knew that
She jumped on. They all left leaving Crescent.
Crescent- Ya�ll stay here. Alex and Heather are in charge. Mars I will keep contact with ya�ll through you.
So keep your senses sharp. Yaten keep Seiya and Taiki in order. Moon and Chibi�s need to be
protected at all costs. Princess Fireball tell your 3 he she�s to transform.
Fireball- Transform
They transformed
Crescent- Alex, Heather ya�ll know when the time is right.
Alex- Yeah.
Heather- Take care little angel.
Uranus- So I go with you?
Crescent- Yep. On the dragon.*jumps on dragon* Get on.



Uranus- Ok.
She jumped on as they left the barrier and flew off.

Disclaimer- Comment if you want more.
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